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if your driver is only recognized by the built-in scanner on the motherboard, you'll see your motherboard's information in the top box, and the name of the device (on windows 10, it will also have the name of the driver that is installed.) when you have the scanner driver installed, you'll be able to use the scanner's features. you can also use the driver manager that came with your printer/scanner device to find the specific
driver to download and install. i've followed your instructions and had to deal with some additional hoops. the usb scanner seemed to work fine until i tried to use the hp-scan-utility (scangui). after scangui installed a set of drivers and reconfigured the printer, i was unable to get the scanner to see the printer again. scangui was complaining the printer's driver wasn't installed. the only two examples i've found of using

manual driver installation on scangui/hp's website were using windows 8.1. there is no os requirement listed in the section i've followed. scangui apparently doesn't work at all under windows 8. i tried inserting the file to the location it specified and then restarted the computer. scangui launched and failed again telling me the scanner couldn't detect the printer. the only other thing i saw was that the printer was set to the
default drivers which do show the scanner as not being supported. logging out and back in, the default printer was gone. the scanner remained. next, i got the scanner to see the printer by editing the printer settings. i then scanned a test page using the scanner and the printer was visible in the print window. scangui and the printer were now working again.
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I have the same issue with my Dell V515w all-in-one printer/scanner. I manually installed the printer drivers, but the scanner is still not working. Device Manager only shows the printer. There is nothing under Imaging Devices nor Other Devices. I have a Windows 10 (64 bit) desktop with a HP Laserjet 3033 all-in-one printer/scanner. Only the
printer works, not the scanner. I did the steps, and also giving the path manually doesnt work. The map/device doesnt contain a compatible driver. I have the same issue with my Dell V515w all-in-one printer/scanner. I manually installed the printer drivers, but the scanner is still not working. Device Manager only shows the printer. There is
nothing under Imaging Devices nor Other Devices. I have the same issue with my Dell V515w all-in-one printer/scanner. I manually installed the printer drivers, but the scanner is still not working. Device Manager only shows the printer. There is nothing under Imaging Devices nor Other Devices. Here we will install its scanner basic driver.

Again, make sure you have your scanner basic driver because we are going to install its basic driver after installing its scanner driver. So better download the basic driver first. The driver file we will install is our Universal Driver for PrimaScan scanner. Let's get started, but first, we have to make sure that the device manager option is
present in our system (if not, then that's too bad). Here we will see a list of all the drivers associated with the scanner we select in our system, let's click on the next button in the middle in the left column of this window. So we will open a new window by clicking on the next button. 5ec8ef588b
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